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Two-dimensional electron-hole systems in a strong magnetic field:
Composite fermion picture for multicomponent plasmas
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Electron-hole systems on a Haldane sphere are studied by exact numerical diagonalization. Low-lying states
contain one or more types of bound charged excitonic complexesXk

2 , interacting through appropriate pseudo-
potentials. Incompressible ground states of such multicomponent plasmas are found. A generalized multicom-
ponent Laughlin wave function and composite fermion picture are shown to predict the low-lying states of an
electron-hole gas at any value of the magnetic field.@S0163-1829~99!51540-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been considerable interest in t
dimensional systems containing both electrons and hole
the presence of a strong magnetic field.1–8 In such systems
neutral (X0) and charged excitons (X2) and larger exciton
complexes (Xk

2 , k neutral X0’s bound to an electron! can
occur. The excitonic ionsXk

2 are long-lived fermions,6,7

whose energy spectra contain Landau-level structure.4,7 In
this paper we investigate by exact numerical diagonaliza
small systems containingNe electrons andNh holes (Ne
>Nh), confined to the surface of a Haldane sphere.9 For
Nh51 these systems serve as simple guides to understan
photoluminescence.1–5 For Nh.1 it is possible to form a
multi-component plasma containing electrons andXk

2 ions.7

We propose a model10 for determining the incompressibl
quantum fluid states11 of such plasmas and confirm its valid
ity by numerical calculations. In addition, we introduce
generalized composite fermion~CF! picture12 for the multi-
component plasma13 and use it to predict the low-lying band
of angular momentum multiplets for any value of the ma
netic field.

II. BOUND STATES

In a sufficiently strong magnetic field, the only boun
electron-hole complexes are the neutral excitonX0 and the
spin-polarized charged excitonic ionsXk

2 ~electron e2

[X0
2 , charged excitonX2[X1

2 , charged biexcitonX2
2 ,

etc.!.6,7 All other complexes found at weaker magnetic fiel
~e.g., spin-singlet charged exciton1 or spin-singlet biexciton!
unbind.8 The angular momenta of complexesX0 andXk

2 on
a Haldane sphere9 with monopole strength 2S arel X050 and
l X

k
25uSu2k.7 The binding energies of an exciton«05

2EX0 and of excitonic ions«k5EX
k21
2 1EX02EX

k
2 (EA is
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the energy of complexA) are listed in Table I for severa
different values of 2S. It is apparent that«0.«1.«2.«3.
Depending on the ratioNe :Nh , we expect to find different
combinations of complexes that have the largest total bi
ing energy. WhenNe5Nh , we expectNh neutral excitons
X0 to form. WhenNe>2Nh , the low-lying states will con-
tainNh charged excitonsX2 andNe22Nh free electronse2.
For Nh,Ne,2Nh we expect to find larger charged excito
complexes.

III. PSEUDOPOTENTIALS

Whether the states with largest binding energy form
lowest energy band of the electron-hole system depend
the interaction between charged complexesXk

2 . The interac-
tion of a pair of charged particlesA and B of angular mo-
mentum l A and l B can be described by a pseudopotent
VAB(L) where L̂5 l̂ A1 l̂ B is the total pair angular
momentum.14 It is convenient to plot pseudopotentials as
function of the relative angular momentumR5 l A1 l B2L.15

Figure 1 showsVAB(R) for the pairse2e2, e2X2, X2X2,
and e2X2

2 at the monopole strength 2S517. Roughly, the
pseudopotential parametersVAB(R) calculated for different
pairs AB and for a given 2S lie on the same curve. Sma
differences between energiesVAB calculated for different
pairs at the sameR are due to different values ofl A and l B

TABLE I. Binding energies«0 , «1 , «2, and«3 of X0, X2, X2
2 ,

andX3
2 , respectively, in the units ofe2/l.

2S «0 «1 «2 «3

10 1.329 504 3 0.072 835 7 0.041 106 9 0.025 226
15 1.304 567 9 0.067 710 8 0.039 528 2 0.026 292
20 1.291 931 3 0.064 788 6 0.038 132 4 0.026 032
R11 273 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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and to the finite size and polarization of composite partic
Only the latter effect, important at smallR, persists for 2S
→`, i.e., in the planar geometry.

The major and critical difference between four plott
pseudopotentials lies in the allowed values ofR. If all A and
B were point charges, the allowed pair angular momenta
two identical fermions (A5B) would beL52l A2 j , wherej
is an odd integer, i.e.,R51,3, . . . andR<2l A . For two
distinguishable particles (AÞB), the values ofL would sat-
isfy u l A2 l Bu<L< l A1 l B , i.e., R50,1,2, . . . and R
<2 min(lA ,lB). However, if A or B is a composite particle
one or more pair states with largestL ~smallestR) are for-
bidden, and the corresponding pseudopotential parame
are effectively infinite (AB repulsion has a hard core!. For
A5XkA

2 andB5XkB

2 , the smallest allowedR can be deduced

from the mapping8 between the electron-hole and two-sp
systems,

R AB
min52 min~kA ,kB!11. ~1!

Thus, in Fig. 1,R e2X2>1, R X2X2>3, etc.
Low-lying states of anNe electron andNh hole system

can contain a number of charged complexesXk
2 (X2 and

possibly larger ones! interacting with one another and wit
electrons through appropriate pseudopotentials. It has b
shown15 that the Laughlinn51/m state occurs in the gas o
~identical! fermions if the pseudopotential increases fas
than linearly as a function ofL(L11) in the vicinity of R
5m. As seen in the inset in Fig. 1, this is true for bothVe2e2

andVX2X2, and also~at evenR) for Ve2X2 andVe2X
2
2. In

Ref. 7 we found Laughlin states of one-componentX2 gas
formed atNe52Nh . In the present paper we concentrate
a more general situation, where more than one kind

FIG. 1. PseudopotentialsVe2e2 ~filled circles!, Ve2X2 ~open
circles!, VX2X2 ~filled squares!, and Ve2X

2
2 ~open squares! on a

Haldane sphere with 2S517, as a function ofR ~main frame! and
L(L11) ~inset!.
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charged particles occur in an electron-hole system, and
incompressible fluid states of such multi-component plas

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

As an illustration, we present first the results of exa
diagonalization performed for the system withNe58 and
Nh52. We expect low-lying bands of states containing t
following combinations of complexes:~i! 4e212X2, ~ii !
5e21X2

2 , ~iii ! 5e21X21X0, and ~iv! 6e212X0. All
groupings~i!–~iv! contain an equal numberN5Ne2Nh of
singly charged complexes; however, both the angular m
menta of involved complexes and the relevant hard cores
different. The total binding energies are« i52«012«1 , « ii
52«01«11«2 , « iii 52«01«1, and « iv52«0. Clearly, « i
.« ii.« iii .« iv . However, which of the groupings contain
the ground state depends also on the interactions betwee
the charged particles.

In Fig. 2, we show the low energy spectra obtained
diagonalizing the ten-particle (8e12h) system at 2S59 ~a!,
2S513 ~c!, and 2S514 ~e!. Filled circles mark the nonmul-
tiplicative states7,8 ~i.e., states containing no decoupled ne
tral excitons!, and the open circles and squares mark
multiplicative states with one and two decoupled excito

FIG. 2. Left: low energy spectra of the 8e12h system on a
Haldane sphere at 2S59 ~a!, 2S513 ~c!, and 2S514 ~e!. Right:
approximate spectra calculated for all possible groupings contai
excitons~charged composite particles interacting through pseu
potentials as in Fig. 1!. Lines connect corresponding states in le
and right frames.
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respectively. In frames~b!, ~d!, and ~f! we plot the low en-
ergy spectra of different charge complexes interact
through appropriate pseudopotentials~see Fig. 1!, corre-
sponding to four possible groupings~i!–~iv!. By comparing
left and right frames, we can identify low-lying states of ty
~i!–~iv! in the electron-hole spectra.

In general, energies calculated from pseudopotentialsVAB
in Fig. 2 underestimate energies of the correspond
electron-hole system ifN and 2S are large. This can be par
tially understood in terms of polarization effects in the tw
particle pseudopotentials. Better approximate pseudopo
tials for the 8e12h system are close to those of a pair
point charges with appropriate angular momental A and l B ,
except for the hard cores.7

It is unlikely that a system containing a large number
different species~e.g.,e2, X2, X2

2 , etc.! will form the ab-
solute ground state of the electron-hole system. Howe
different charge configurations can form low-lying excit
bands. An interesting example is the 12e16h system at 2S
517. The 6X2 grouping~v! has the maximum total binding
energy«v56«016«1. Other expected low-lying bands co
respond to the following groupings:~vi! e215X21X0 with
«vi56«015«1 and ~vii ! e214X21X2

2 with «vii56«0

15«11«2. We have checked other groupings that ha
large binding energies and find that they all have higher t
energies than~v!–~vii !.

Although we are unable to perform an exact diagonali
tion for the 12e16h system in terms of individual electron
and holes, we can use appropriate pseudopotentials and
ing energies of groupings~v!–~vii ! to obtain the low-lying
states in the spectrum. The results are presented in Fi
There is only one 6X2 state~the L50 Laughlin nX251/3
state7! and two bands of the states in each of groupings~vi!
and ~vii !. A gap of 0.0626e2/l separates the ground sta
from the lowest excited state.

V. GENERALIZED LAUGHLIN WAVE FUNCTION

It is known that if the pseudopotentialV(R) decreases
quickly with increasingR, the low-lying multiplets avoid
~strongly repulsive! pair states with one or more of the sma
est values ofR.15,16For the~one-component! electron gas on
a plane, avoiding pair states withR,m is achieved with the
factor) i , j (xi2xj )

m in the Laughlinn51/m wave function.

FIG. 3. Low energy spectra of different charge configurations
the 12e16h system on a Haldane sphere at 2S517: 6X2 ~dia-
monds!, e215X21X0 ~filled circles!, and e214X21X2

2 ~open
circles!.
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For a system containing a number of distinguishable type
fermions interacting through Coulomb-like pseudopotentia
the appropriate generalization of the Laughlin wave funct
will contain a factor)(xi

(a)2xj
(b))mab, wherexi

(a) is the com-
plex coordinate for the position of thei th particle of typea,
and the product is taken over all pairs. For each type
particle, one power of (xi

(a)2xj
(a)) results from the antisym-

metrization required for indistinguishable fermions and t
other factors describe Jastrow-type correlations between
interacting particles. Such a wave function guarantees
Rab>mab , for all pairings of various types of particles
thereby avoiding large pair repulsion.10,14 Fermi statistics of
particles of each type requires that allmaa are odd, and the
hard cores defined by Eq.~1! require thatmab>R ab

min for all
pairs.

VI. GENERALIZED COMPOSITE FERMION PICTURE

In order to understand the numerical results obtained
the spherical geometry~Figs. 2 and 3!, it is useful to intro-
duce a generalized CF picture by attaching to each par
fictitious flux tubes carrying an integral number of flu
quantaf0. In the multicomponent system, eacha particle
carries flux (maa21)f0 that couples only to charges on a
other a particles and fluxesmabf0 that couple only to
charges on allb particles, wherea andb are any of the types
of fermions. The effective monopole strength3,12,15,17seen by
a CF of typea (CF-a) is

2Sa* 52S2(
b

~mab2dab!~Nb2dab!. ~2!

For different multicomponent systems, we expect gene
ized Laughlin incompressible states~for two components de-
noted as@mAA ,mBB ,mAB#) when all the hard-core pseudo
potentials are avoided and CF’s of each kind fill complet
an integral number of their CF shells~e.g.,Na52l a* 11 for
the lowest shell!. In other cases, the low-lying multiplets ar
expected to contain different kinds of quasiparticl
(QP-A,QP-B, . . . ) orquasiholes (QH-A,QH-B, . . . ) in the
neighboring incompressible state.

Our multicomponent CF picture can be applied to the s
tem of excitonic ions, where the CF angular momenta
given by l X

k
2* 5uSX

k
2* u2k. As an example, let us first analyz

the low-lying 8e12h states in Fig. 2. At 2S59, for
me2e25mX2X253 andme2X251, we predict the following
low-lying multiplets in each grouping:~i! 2Se2* 51 and
2SX2* 53 givesl e2* 5 l X2* 51/2. Two CF-X2’s fill their low-
est shell (LX250), and we have two QP-e2’s in their first
excited shell, each with angular momentuml e2* 1153/2
(Le250 and 2!. Addition of Le2 andLX2 gives total angular
momentaL50 and 2. We interpret these states as those
two QP-e’s in the incompressible@331# state. Similarly, for
other groupings we obtain:~ii ! L52; ~iii ! L51, 2, and 3;
and ~iv! L50 (n52/3 state of six electrons!.

At 2S513 and 14, we setme2e25mX2X253 and
me2X252 and obtain the following predictions. First, a
2S513: ~i! The ground state is the incompressible@332#
state atL50; the first excited band should therefore conta
states with one QP-QH pair of either kind. For thee2 exci-

f
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tations, the QP-e2 and QH-e2 angular momenta arel e2*

53/2 and l e2* 1155/2, respectively, and the allowed pa
states haveLe251, 2, 3, and 4. However, theLe251 state
has to be discarded, as it is known to have high energy in
one-component~four-electron! spectrum.17 For theX2 exci-
tations, we havel X2* 51/2, and pair states can haveLX251
or 2. The first excited band is therefore expected to con
multiplets atL51, 22, 3, and 4. The low-lying multiplets for
other groupings are expected at:~ii ! 2SX

2
2* 53 gives no bound

X2
2 state; settingme2X251 we obtainL52; and~iii ! L52

and 3; and~iv! L50, 2, and 4. Finally, at 2S514 we obtain:
~i! L51, 2, and 3;~ii ! incompressible@3*2# state atL50
(mX2X2 is irrelevant for oneX2) and the first excited band
at L51, 2, 3, 4, and 5;~iii ! L51; and~iv! L53.

For the 12e16h spectrum in Fig. 3, the following CF
predictions are obtained:~v! For mX2X253 we obtain the
Laughlin n51/3 state withL50. Because of the hard cor
of VX2X2, this is the only state of this grouping.~vi! We set
mX2X253 andme2X251, 2, and 3. Forme2X251 we ob-
tain L51, 2, 32, 42, 53, 63, 73, 82, 92, 10, and 11. For
me2X252 we obtainL51, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Forme2X2

53 we obtainL51. ~vii ! We setmX2X253, me2X
2
251,

mX2X
2
253, andme2X251, 2, or 3. Forme2X251 we obtain

L52, 3, 42, 52, 63, 72, 82, 9, and 10. Forme2X252 we
obtain L52, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Forme2X253 we obtainL
52. In groupings~vi! and ~vii !, the sets of multiplets ob
tained for higher values ofme2X2 are subsets of the se
obtained for lower values, and we would expect them
form lower energy bands since they avoid additional sm
values ofR e2X2. However, note that the~vi! and~vii ! states
predicted forme2X253 ~at L51 and 2, respectively! do not
form separate bands in Fig. 3. This is becauseVe2X2(L)
increases more slowly than linearly as a function ofL(L
11) in the vicinity of R e2X253 ~see Fig. 1!. In such case
the CF picture fails.15
i-
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The agreement of our CF predictions with the data
Figs. 2 and 3~marked with lines! is really quite remarkable
and strongly indicates that our multicomponent CF picture
correct. We were indeed able to confirm predicted Jastr
type correlations in the low-lying states by calculating th
coefficients of fractional parentage.15,18 We also verified the
CF predictions for other systems that we were able to tr
numerically. If exponentsmab are chosen correctly, the C
picture works well in all cases.

VII. SUMMARY

Charged excitons and excitonic complexes play an imp
tant role in determining the low energy spectra of electro
hole systems in a strong magnetic field. We have introdu
general Laughlin-type correlations into the wave functio
and proposed a generalized CF picture to elucidate the a
lar momentum multiplets forming the lowest energy ban
for different charge configurations occurring in the electro
hole system. We have found Laughlin incompressible fl
states of multicomponent plasmas at particular values of
magnetic field and the lowest bands of multiplets for vario
charge configurations at any value of the magnetic field. I
noteworthy that the fictitious Chern-Simons fluxes a
charges of different types or colors are needed in the ge
alized CF model. This strongly supports the view that t
effective magnetic field seen by the CF’s is simply a ma
ematical construct, not a ‘‘real’’ physical magnetic field.
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